
 
 
 

NJBIZ Honors eMazzanti Technologies with 

Leaders in Digital Technology Award 

 

Hoboken Leaders in Digital Technology Award recipient helps New Jersey businesses drive 

revenue growth and increase productivity with hybrid work technology 

 

Hoboken, New Jersey -- (Cision) February 21, 2023 - eMazzanti Technologies, a NYC area managed 
services provider (MSP), IT consultant, and cloud services provider, is proud to announce that the 
company has been named a recipient of the 2023 Leaders in Digital Technology Award, presented by 
NJBIZ. 
 
“Digital technology helps customers drive revenue growth, increase productivity, and reduce costs by 
using advanced tools to thrive in today’s hybrid work environment,” stated Jennifer Mazzanti, CEO, 
eMazzanti Technologies. “Proactive business leaders deploy the latest Microsoft Cloud technologies and 
eMazzanti’s e365 solutions to accelerate business growth.” 
 
Leaders in Digital Technology Award 
 
The NJBIZ Leaders in Digital Technology Award recognizes companies and individual innovators who 
have demonstrated excellence in technology and leadership. Honorees were selected by a panel of 
independent judges. This awards program, building on the previous NJBIZ Digi-Tech Innovators 
Awards, celebrates companies and individuals who are making a difference in the digital space.  

https://www.emazzanti.net/services/
https://www.emazzanti.net/services/
https://www.emazzanti.net/2022-njbiz-digi-tech/
https://www.emazzanti.net/2022-njbiz-digi-tech/


 
 
 

eMazzanti and other Leaders in Digital Technology Award Honorees will be recognized during a virtual 
awards ceremony on Thursday, March 30th. Accompanying the event will be a publication supplement 
highlighting each company's accomplishments inserted into the April 10th issue of NJBIZ. 

 

Home and Hub Technology Work Model 
 
According to award materials, eMazzanti Technologies was recognized for adopting a “Home and Hub” 
work model that brings flexibility to the company’s staff. eMazzanti refined that model and extended its 
benefits to clients. The practical technology adjustments serve to optimize productivity. 
 
“We listened to the staff, and they feel passionate about the spaces we created together,” related 
Mazzanti. “We empower people to work the way they want. This empowerment earns their trust and 
loyalty, which is key to growing in a tight tech labor market.” 
 
The adoption and extension to customers of this hybrid work model and technology has expanded 
eMazzanti’s role in its customers’ businesses. The technology improvements made drove customer 
productivity, which enabled the company to double revenues over the past two years. 
 
Remote Work Preparedness  
 
eMazzanti carries a proud history of helping customers prosper through good times and bad. Over the 
past five years, that role expanded and continues to strengthen. First, aggressive adoption of the latest 
cloud technologies prior to the pandemic enabled the company’s staff, and its customers to work more 
productively.  

https://messagingarchitects.com/risky-app-usage/
https://messagingarchitects.com/risky-app-usage/


 
 
 

When Covid hit, the company, already operating in a hybrid work model enabled by the latest cloud 
technologies, and most of its customers were well prepared to deal with lockdowns and extended 
work-from-home scenarios. 

 

AI to Play a Significant Role in Future Growth 

As stated in the award submission, company executives see the company growing in its ability to 
transform customers’ businesses to thrive in the modern, post-pandemic world by using AI-powered 
technologies.  
 
“We expect AI to become a major strategic and operational advantage for our business and our 
customers as we aggressively share available AI-based business tools,” Mazzanti explained. “Our focus 
on specific industries, such as legal, retail, and manufacturing, puts us in a position to expertly advise 
our customers on the use of the most promising AI technologies.” 
 
Have you read? 
 
eMazzanti Technologies Earns Modern Work Microsoft Designation to Help Customers Boost 
Productivity and Navigate Hybrid Work 
 
Clutch Names eMazzanti Technologies One of The Top B2B Companies in The World 
 

About eMazzanti Technologies 

 

eMazzanti’s team of trained, certified IT experts rapidly deliver increased revenue growth, data 
security and productivity for clients ranging from law firms to high-end global retailers, expertly 

https://www.emazzanti.net/services/cloud-services/
https://www.emazzanti.net/services/cloud-services/
https://www.emazzanti.net/about/case-studies/
https://www.emazzanti.net/modern-work/
https://www.emazzanti.net/modern-work/
https://www.emazzanti.net/top-b2b-companies/


 
 
 

providing advanced retail and payment technology, digital marketing services, cloud and mobile 
solutions, multi-site implementations, 24×7 outsourced network management, remote monitoring, and 
support. 
 
eMazzanti has made the Inc. 5000 list 9X, is a 4X Microsoft Partner of the Year, the #1 ranked NYC 
area MSP, NJ Business of the Year and 5X WatchGuard Partner of the Year! Contact: 1-866-362-9926, 
info@emazzanti.net or http://www.emazzanti.net Twitter: @emazzanti Facebook: 
Facebook.com/emazzantitechnologies. 
 

 
 
 


